Abstract: -Conventional algorithms for blind source separation do not necessarily work well for real-world data. One of the reasons is that, in actual applications, the mixing matrix is often almost singular at some part of frequency range and it can cause a certain computational instability. This paper proposes a new algorithm to overcome this singularity problem. The algorithm is based on the minimal distortion principle proposed by the authors and in addition incorporates a kind of regularization term into it, which has a role to suppress the gain of the separator for the frequency range at which the mixing matrix is almost singular.
Introduction
Blind source separation (BSS) is a method for recovering a set of statistically independent signals from the observation of their mixtures without any prior knowledge about the mixing process. In view of the level of complexity the mixing processes can be classified into two types: instantaneous mixture and convolutive mixture. This paper deals with BSS of convolutive mixture in general.
In the authors' experience, although conventional methods for BSS are able to achieve separation for artificially synthesized data, they do not necessarily work well for real-world data. The results of separation are often unsatisfactory and, what is worse, they sometimes suffer from incomprehensible computational instability. We are sometimes faced with the following phenomenon. As we apply an on-line BSS algorithm to the data observed, in the beginning of the iteration the algorithm appears to behave as expected, but suddenly some instability occurs.
Although a lot of reasons are conceivable about why those conventional methods are not so effective in real situations, we want to focus on one issue in this paper, which can more or less occur almost anytime. Namely, we consider the situation that the transfer function matrix of the mixing process becomes almost singular (at some part of frequency range).
The task of BSS is to find a demixing matrix, which is basically the inverse of the mixing matrix, and to apply it to the signals observed. So, if the mixing matrix is nearly singular, then the norm of the demixing matrix becomes very large and some numerical instability can occur. Even if the inverse has been obtained successfully, the separator becomes too sensitive to noises inevitably coming into the sensors.
In actual applications there are a lot of situations where the mixing matrix is almost singular. In BSS of speech signals for example, if the microphones are located close to each other, the mixing matrix, i.e. the transfer function matrix from the speakers to the microphones, becomes almost singular, particularly for a low frequency range.
The purpose of this paper is to propose an approach for overcoming the above-mentioned problem. The algorithm derived is fundamentally based on the minimal distortion principle (MDP), an idea that was proposed by the authors to normalize the demixing matrix with certain favorable properties. However, similarly to other conventional methods, the original MDP cannot cope with the case where the mixing process is almost singular. In this paper, in order to solve the problem, we introduce a generalized form of the original MDP, which is referred to as ε-MDP. Based on ε-MDP, we derive a new BSS algorithm in which a kind of regularization term is incorporated to obtain a robust separator. e z s t (and equivalently between A(z) and A(z)diag{e i -1 (z)}) because in the task of BSS the only information we are given is the fact that the sources are mutually independent.
• 0 and I represent the zero matrix and the identity matrix, respectively.
To recover the source signals from the sensor signals, we consider a demixing process of the following form, which will be referred to as the separator:
Mixing and Demixing Processes
Let us consider a situation where statistically independent random signals s i (t) (i = 1,…, N) are generated by N sources and their mixtures are observed by N sensors. It is assumed that every source signal s i (t) is a stationary random signal with mean zero, and the sensors' outputs x i (t) (i = 1,…, N) are given by a linear mixing process:
where
If the mixing process A(z) happens to be known beforehand, the source signals can be recovered by setting as W(z) = A −1 (z), of course. Essential difficulty in BSS is that A(z) or A −1 (z) must be estimated from the observed data x(t) only. Besides, the impulse response { τ W } might need to take a noncausal form in general, i.e., τ W ≠ O (τ < 0). The problem of non-causality is solved approximately by
where ( )
where is formally defined as = 0
The algorithm we want to propose in this paper is basically based on the minimal distortion principle (MDP), an idea for normalizing the separator [3] . Below we give a brief explanation about that. The terminology of the minimal distortion principle comes from the first proposition. Namely, the optimal separator is optimal in the sense that, among the set of valid separators, it is determined such that the observed signal is the least subjected to distortion by the separator.
It should be noted that these propositions are described using the observed data x(t) and the separating matrix W(z) only, not containing the unknown matrix A(z).
We refer to a separator achieving source separation as a valid separator. Due to indeterminacy in the definition of the source signals, any separator of the following form is valid:
where is an arbitrary nonsingular diagonal
. If the separator is valid, each source signal appears at an output terminal of the separator though it is subjected to a linear transformation .
[More generally we might have to define a valid separator as , where P is an arbitrary permutation matrix. However, to avoid immaterial complexity of description we consider only the case of P = I here.]
The optimal separator has some properties favorable in actual implementation of BSS.
(1) The separator's output then becomes y
. This implies that becomes the i-th source that would be observed at the i-th sensor in the absence of other source signals. Namely, the source signals observed at the sensors undergo no distortion through the demixing process. This property will be convenient for evaluation of the separation result and later processing.
Indeterminacy in d z is sometimes considered unsubstantial, but it cannot be ignored in view of actual implementations and applications of BSS. Among the set of all valid separators, the choice has a special meaning:
2) The optimal separator does not depend on the properties of the sources; it depends only on the mixing process A . So, even for such nonstationary signals as speech, the optimal separator is invariant with time as long as the mixing process is fixed.
We call this separator the optimal separator for the reasons described later.
It should be noted that there is no indeterminacy in the definition of the optimal separator. Namely, the optimal separator is uniquely determined independently of the indeterminacy in the definition of the source signals or the mixing process because the following holds for any diagonal matrix : ( ) z E (3) In actual implementation the separator is usually embodied with an FIR filter. Then, it is desirable that the filter's degree (length) is as low as possible. MDP determines a valid separator such that its output becomes as close to the input as possible. So, it can be expected that the (FIR) separator will be realized with a relatively short filter length.
( )
The optimal separator W can be characterized in some ways.
* ( ) z

A Method for Avoiding Instability Due to Singularity of the Mixing Matrix
Proposition 1: The optimal separator is a valid separator that minimizes Although the idea of the normalization based on MDP seems to be natural, it has a serious problem in common with other conventional algorithms for BSS. Namely, when the mixing matrix is almost singular,
Proposition 2: The optimal separator is a valid separator that satisfies the norm of the separating matrix becomes very large and hence it can induce some numerical instability.
Since there is an indeterminacy in the definition of the mixing process, the words "the mixing matrix is almost singular" is somewhat ambiguous.
To eliminate the ambiguity we introduce a normalized form of the mixing process as follows.
where C(z) is a diagonal matrix defined as
The source signals are white signals with zero mean and unity variance, i.e., or
and ε is a small positive constant. We call this separator the ε-optimal separator. The ε-optimal separator is obviously valid, and the special case of 0 ε = reduces to the original optimal separator.
Although the ε-optimal separator has lost some of the favorable properties held by the original optimal separator, it should be noted that the diagonal entries
filters. It implies that every frequency component in the output of the ε-optimal separator receives no phase shift relative to that in the output of the optimal separator.
(A2) Sensor signal ( ) i x t has been scaled to be of order unity; 
So, we have for any value of (12), respectively. Investigating the dimensions of manifolds V and N, we find that the intersection of them gives an isolated point in the space of nonsingular transfer function matrices.
Consider two dynamical systems:
[For the moment, parameter u is irrelevant to time parameter t.] The first system is a gradient system whose stable equilibrium points form V, while the second system is a gradient system whose stable equilibrium points form N. The word 'gradient' Then, the optimal separator will become a stable equilibrium of the combined system
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